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and exit. The sturdy rotary arm pad support is also
adjustable. There is also a fixed foot ring attached.
Both the Doctor's and Assistant's Stool have a
round seat that provides easy position adjustment,
and a sturdy and stable five legged powder coated
base. 

Doctor’s Stools
1530000 Standard [P097000]
1530004 Deluxe [P097075]
1530008 Ultra Leather Upgrade [P097005]

Assistant's Stools
1530002 Standard [P097050]
1530006 Deluxe [P097080]
1530010 Ultra Leather Upgrade [P097010]

ENGLE STOOLS
ENGLE DENTAL SYSTEMS 

Engle's Doctor's Stool has a 16" to 21" seat height
range, and a height adjustable back support.
TheD-shaped back allows for comfort and
maneuverability. The Assistant's stool has a seat
height range from 21" to 28" with an easy entry

DOCTOR'S 
NAUGAHYDE 
STOOLS - CONTINUED
w/aseptic plastic shroud.

9520600 [2020B]

ERGO CONTOUR SERIES
STOOLS
GALAXY

Galaxy Doctor's Stool Model 2012 contoured
backrest provides lumbar support for a 
healthy back. Ergonomic seat is designed
specifically for sitting long hours. Free-float
mechanisms adjust backrest and seat to 
desired comfort. The Assistant's Stool 
Model 2022-R has all the above plus a torso
support arm that can moved 360° and vertically.
The ratcheting mechanism allows the arm 
to adjust to the curvature of the waist. 
The 18” chrome tubular foot ring helps 
maintain posture.

Doctor's Stool 2012
8131620 [2012]

Assistant’s Stool 2022R
8131623 [2022-R]

EG-9000 SERIES STOOLS
BREWER COMPANY 

The EG-900 Series
Stools assists back
muscles by maintaining
the spine's normal,
natural position. It is
designed to take
pressure off the lower
back and thigh region.
The thick, plush
upholstery includes a
deeper cut out seat with
a full size backrest.

Doctor's Stool
9520624 [9000B]

Assistant's Stool
9520628 Right [9020B/R]

ENGLE

GALAXY

DX-3000 STOOLS
BREWER COMPANY

The DX-3000 Stool
provides a modern design
with ergonomic comfort.
The stool is easy to adjust
and durable. The seat
cushion is 18" wide and
made of a poly foam, the
dual adjustable lumbar
backrest has an aseptic
shroud. The 5 legs have a
diameter of 24", with dual
wheel casters and a soft rubber thread.

9520644 [3125B]

ERGONOMIC SERIES STOOLS
GALAXY 

The Ergonomic Series Stools have a cut-out style
back rest that makes it easier to reach anywhere.
The contoured seat and high resilient foam make 
it more comfortable, allowing your to sit for hours
without any lower back or knee problems. The is 
a 3-way adjustable height, back and seat tilt. The 
5 leg is powder coated with an aluminum base 
and durable casters.

Doctor's Stool
8131693 [2015]

Assistant's Stool
8131694 [2025]

SADDLE STOOLS
GALAXY 

Galaxy's posture perfect Saddle Stools keep you in
an upright position while alleviating stress from
your lower back. The contoured backrest has a
dual height adjustment. Both the seat and back
can tilt in a free range of motion or can be locked
in place. 

Doctor's Stool
8131691 [2030}

Assistant's Stool
8131692 [2035]

ERGOPRO 321 DOCTOR'S
STOOLS
PRODUCTIVE PRACTICES

The ErgoPro 321 is the classic version ofProductive 
Practices' ergonomically designed operatory 

PRODUCTIVE 
PRACTICES
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